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Why choose caron&co photography?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

we’re weddings only!
experience, yet the newest and freshest image-making
detailed timeline planning that ensures a low-stress day
natural color and crisp and clear true black and white processing
technical knowledge and the best high-quality equipment
careful, detailed, and sound precision post-processing methods
top-notch customer service and responsive communications
we love weddings: and it shows

How much coverage do I need?
Classic6
Perfect for smaller
weddings, with a small
wedding party, and
when prep, ceremony,
and reception
are all in the same
place.

Heritage8
works great
for medium-size
weddings (guest count
~100-125)with larger
wedding parties
and when all the
key places are fairly
close by each other.

Legacy10
Answer yes to any one
or more of these criteria
and we’re recommending this
package:
> high guest count (>125)
> larger wedding
party (>10 people)
>multiple locations
(i.e. church, venue)
> doing a ﬁrst-look
>resort venue
> desire for start-toend-of-day coverage

One photographer - or two?
We’ve long been proponents of two photographers being more than the sum of their
parts. We built our business to be where it is based on this premise.
This said, we know that times are changing! One photographer may be perfect for you
and your wedding.
Simpler, smaller weddings - and in some cases, even larger ones, can be very eﬀectively
photographed by a solo photographer. If you have a true professional.
Unsure? Talk to us, we are happy to help guide you make the perfect choice.
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Wedding photography

Collections easy as 1-2-3

1. Be confident
•
•
•
•

knowing all collections include:

detailed timeline pre-planning for a smooth, easy-going, low-stress wedding day
on-line viewing gallery
digital images on USB drive with personal use copyright license
several combinations of coverage time and number of photographers one’s perfect for you!

2. Choose your package

based on coverage duration

•

Classic6

6 hours of coverage time

•

Heritage8

8 hours of coverage time

•

Legacy10

10 hours of coverage time

3. Choose to have 1 or 2

photographers

There are two ways to choose to have 2 photographers
• Liz Caron or Russell Caron, plus their second photographer
-or• ‘The Dynamic Duo’ 2 lead photographers with both Liz Caron and Russell Caron together:
1 photographer
• your photographer will be either Liz Caron or Russell Caron

Pricing

2 photographer team
1 photographer
‘The Dynamic Duo’
Both Liz Caron
and
Russell Caron:

Liz Caron -orRussell Caron - plus
their second
photographer

Liz Caron or
Russell Caron

Classic6
Heritage8
Legacy10

Some packages may be unavailable on certain dates. Booking early aﬀords the most options.
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LIMITED EDITION

AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTION

The exclusive Autograph Collection includes all of the following
• engagement session with gallery and digital image set
• 2 award-winning lead photographers, ‘The Dynamic Duo’: Russell and Liz Caron
• 10 hours of coverage on wedding day
• drone photography during artistic set
• detailed timeline pre-planning
• on-line viewing gallery
• digital images on USB drive with personal use copyright license
• 10”x10” leather bound heirloom album #AH50
• two 6”x6” album replicas for parents #AR266
• 20”x30” canvas gallery wrap wall art
• fully customizable: add or remove any components
• contact us for pricing
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ENGAGEMENT
SESSION

FUN!
About ~75 minutes together in southern mid-coast
Maine, with other areas available as an option. It’s
great get-to-know-each-other time, plus you’ll see ﬁrsthand how much FUN we make our time together.
Includes 6 fully-ﬁnished digital image ﬁles, for you and
your save-the-date cards, with option for more. Our
couples LOVE these sessions, and you will too!
discounted when added to any wedding photography
collection

MID-WEEK
MICRO-WEDDINGS/
ELOPEMENTS

The highest-quality coverage for your intimate
marriage ceremony
Mid-week elopements are more popular that ever.
You’ll get the same emotional and artistic coverage as
any other of our collections, just scaled down to suit
your private ceremony.
Includes a simple timeline plan, online viewing and
print gallery, personal-use copyright-licensed high-res
digital image set.

ALBUMS

HEIRLOOM ALBUM
Memories are best preserved in tangible form. An
heirloom album is the best possible way to hold these
memories in your hands, and in the hands of children
and grandchildren, for generations to come. Features
of our heirloom albums include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

full-leather cover, choice of colors
lay-ﬂat design
photographic paper
durable, thick pages
protective coating
10”x10” page size
design and layout included
up to 90 minutes of design revision time

#AH30 – 30 pages
#AH50 – 50 pages
#AH90 – 90 pages
REPLICA ALBUMS
Perfect parent gift, or a version to carry with you.
Same design and number of pages as the main album
but with a smaller page format and a wraparound
photo cover.
6”x6” replicas, set of (2) #AR266
8”x8” replica, each #AR188

All are one-photographer coverages.
Elopements (0 guests) Monday-Thursday
2 hours coverage
3 hours coverage
Micro-weddings (max of 20 guests) Monday-Thursday
2 hours coverage
3 hours coverage
4 hours coverage
For weekend elopements and micro-weddings
please see Classic6 on page 3.

$
FINANCIAL TERMS

PROPOSALS

A successful secret proposal photography session
requires lots of experience and careful planning.

To secure your date, an initial payment of generally 25%
of the total is due. The remaining balance is split into 3,
4, or sometimes even more equal, no-interest
payments, the last of which is always 2 months before
the wedding.

We have the plan, the ideas, the locations. These,
along with your engagement and wedding photos, are
among the most special moments in your lifetime. It’s
worth doing right. Contact us for more information.

The rates in this catalog for the Classic, Heritage, and
Legacy wedding packages are for in-season weekend
dates. Oﬀ-season and mid-week (Monday-Thursday)
dates may be lower. Contact us for information!

wed-pix.com

